GEN ED 2002
Summer Sessions 2016 Courses which Satisfy Gen Ed 2002

The following courses fulfill Gen Ed 2002 for full-time freshman and part-time students who began their studies at Montclair State University in Fall 2002 or thereafter, and transfer students entering the University in Fall 2006 or thereafter. Departments or subject areas in which courses are located are in italics.

*Also meets World Cultures (Multicultural Awareness) Requirement

A. NEW STUDENT SEMINAR
INTERDISCIPLINARY Gen Ed 2002 DEPARTMENT
GNED100 ADULT ACADEMIC SUCCESS SEMINAR

C.1. COMMUNICATION Writing
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
ENWR105 COLLEGE WRIT I: INTELLECT PROSE

C.2. COMMUNICATION Literature
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
ENWR106 COLLEGE WRITING II: WRIT & LIT ST

C.3. COMMUNICATION Communication
SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA DEPARTMENT
CMST101 FUND SPEECH: COMM REQUIREMENT

D. FINE AND PERFORMING ARTS
ART AND DESIGN DEPARTMENT
ARAN190 INTRO TO THE VISUAL ARTS
ARPA200 PAINTING, BEG I
ARPH200 PHOTO BEG I: CONTEMP ART FORM

JOHN J. CALI SCHOOL OF MUSIC
MUGN100 INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC
MUGN109 INTRODUCTION TO JAZZ*
MUGN120 RAP & ROCK AS CULTURAL PHENOMENA*

THEATRE AND DANCE DEPARTMENT
DNCE105 DANCE APPRECIATION
THTR100 INTRO TO THEATRICAL MEDIUM
THTR105 ACTING I

F.1. HUMANITIES World Literature or General Humanities
ART AND DESIGN DEPARTMENT
ARHT105 ART WESTERN CIV: ANCIENT-MEDIEVAL
ARHT106 ART WEST CIV: RENAISSANCE-MODERN

CLASSICS AND GENERAL HUMANITIES DEPARTMENT
GNHU115 TROY AND THE TROJAN WAR
GNHU201 GENERAL HUMANITIES I (TO 1400)
GNHU202 GEN HUMANITIES II-FROM 1400
GNHU285 MYTHOLOGY

The University reserves the right to cancel courses, change faculty, delivery modes, room assignments, modify its calendar, make adjustments to the course schedule as needed.
F.2. HUMANITIES Philosophy or Religion
EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS DEPARTMENT
EDFD220 PHILOSOPHICAL ORIENTATION TO EDU

PHILOSOPHY DEPARTMENT
PHIL100 INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY
PHIL102 ETHICS
PHIL106 LOGIC

RELIGION DEPARTMENT
RELG100 RELIGIONS OF THE WORLD
RELG101 INTRODUCTION TO RELIGION
RELG221 RELIGION AND CULTURE

G. COMPUTER SCIENCE
COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
CSIT100 INTRO TO COMPUTER CONCEPTS

H. MATHEMATICS
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES DEPARTMENT
MATH103 THE DEVELOPMENT OF MATH
MATH106 CONTEMP APPLD MATH FOR EVERYONE
MATH109 STATISTICS

I. NATURAL/PHYSICAL SCIENCE LAB
ANTHROPOLOGY DEPARTMENT
ANTH101 PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY

BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT
BIOL100 BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
BIOL110 BIOLOGY OF HUMAN LIFE

CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT
CHEM100 INTRODUCTORY CHEMISTRY

EARTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES DEPARTMENT
EAES101 PLANET EARTH
EAES105 PHYSICAL GEOLOGY
EAES107 EARTH & THE ENVIRONMENT

J. PHYSICAL EDUCATION
EXERCISE SCIENCE & PHYS ED DEPARTMENT
PEGN200 BEGINNING SWIMMING
PEGN251 FITNESS FOR LIFE
PEGN257 WEIGHT TRAIN/CONDITIONING
PEGN258 BEGINNING TENNIS
PEGN262 VOLLEYBALL
PEGN272 BOWLING
PEGN278 YOGA

The University reserves the right to cancel courses, change faculty, delivery modes, room assignments, modify its calendar, make adjustments to the course schedule as needed.
K.1. SOCIAL SCIENCE. American or European History
CLASSICS AND GENERAL HUMANITIES DEPARTMENT
GNHU281   GREEK CIVILIZATION
GNHU282   ROMAN CIVILIZATION

EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS DEPARTMENT
EDFD221   HISTORICAL FOUND AMER EDUC

HISTORY DEPARTMENT
HIST103   FOUND OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION
HIST117   HISTORY OF THE U.S. TO 1876
HIST118   HISTORY OF U.S. SINCE 1876

K.2. SOCIAL SCIENCE Non-Western Cultural Perspectives
ANTHROPOLOGY DEPARTMENT
ANTH100   CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY*
ANTH103   INTRODUCTION TO ARCHAEOLOGY
ANTH180   HEALTH & HEALING/CROSS CULT PERS

ART AND DESIGN DEPARTMENT
ARHT101   ART IN NON-WESTERN SOCIETIES*

CLASSICS AND GENERAL HUMANITIES DEPARTMENT
GNHU217   READING ASIAN CULTURES*

HISTORY DEPARTMENT
HIST108   INTRO TO AFRICAN CIVILIZATION*
HIST114   EARLY LATIN AMERICA*

LATIN AMERICAN AND LATINO STUDIES DEPARTMENT
LALS201   PERSPECTIVES ON LATIN AMERICA*
LALS205   IMAGE/IDENT:LATIN WOMEN: FILM/FIC*

MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES DEPARTMENT
ARAB193   INTRODUCTION TO ARAB CULTURE*
ARIN193   INTRODUCTION TO ARAB CULTURE*

PHILOSOPHY DEPARTMENT
PHIL237   ASIAN PHILOSOPHY*

RELIGION DEPARTMENT
RELG240   ASIAN RELIGIONS*

SOCIOCYEOLOGY DEPARTMENT
SOCI220   SOCIOLGY: RICH AND POOR NATIONS

K.3. SOCIAL SCIENCE Social Science
ANTHROPOLOGY DEPARTMENT
ANTH110   ANTHROPOLOGY MULTICULT AMERICA

ART AND DESIGN DEPARTMENT
ARTX122   CULTURE AND APPEARANCE*

The University reserves the right to cancel courses, change faculty, delivery modes, room assignments, modify its calendar, make adjustments to the course schedule as needed.
The University reserves the right to cancel courses, change faculty, delivery modes, room assignments, modify its calendar, make adjustments to the course schedule as needed.